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What is the latest update for samsung s10

Photo Courtesy: Michael Short/Bloomberg/Getty Images Each year, Samsung and Apple continue to try to outdo one another in their quest to provide the industry’s best phones, and consumers get to reap the rewards of all that creativity in the form of some truly amazing gadgets. With the recent release of the Samsung Galaxy S20, the company took
another solid swipe at Apple by incorporating Night Mode photography and powerful artificial intelligence technology into their camera and video capabilities. The phones also capitalize on premium 5G technology to take streaming and downloads to the next level in speed. The S20 series is also sleek and smooth, with plenty of visual appeal as well
as the power of the latest Android operating system. The phones even have a couple of interesting new color options, depending on the model chosen. If you’re a fan of Samsung phones, you won’t be disappointed in the cool new features available on these models. Whether you’re searching for a phone for an upgrade or you’re just curious about the
latest phone technology, we’ve gathered the top details you need to know about this addition to the Galaxy family.Models and ColorsThe Galaxy S20 model comes in three different iterations with a variety of features and colors. The base S20 model is certainly no “basic” phone. It has a viewer-friendly screen size of 6.2 inches (measured diagonally)
and a mighty Snapdragon 865 processor powered by an all-day 4000 mAh battery that uses 25W Super Fast Charging technology. It comes in Cosmic Gray, Cloud Blue and Cloud Pink with a sizable internal storage capacity of 128 GB. Photos Courtesy: Michael Short/Bloomberg/Getty Images In comparison, the S20+ has an even larger diagonal
screen at 6.7 inches and an internal storage capacity of either 128 GB or 512 GB. Also equipped with the Snapdragon 865 processor, the S20+ comes with a pumped up battery capacity of 4500 mAh and the same 25W Super Fast Charging technology. You can choose from Aura Blue and Cosmic Black as well as Cosmic Gray and Cloud Blue for this
phone model. The S20 Ultra Galaxy model works hard to blow the competition out of the water. It boasts all-day battery power of 5000 mAh that supports 45W charging in addition to 25W and features internal storage capacities of 128 GB and 512 GB. (Both the S20+ and the S20 Ultra can expand to up to 1.5 TB of storage using microSD cards.)
Color choices for the S20 Ultra include Cosmic Gray, Cosmic Black and Cloud White.Next Level CameraSamsung went above and beyond in its reimagining of the Galaxy camera for the design of the new S20 model. The base model shoots at an impressive 64-megapixel resolution, while the Ultra model maxes out at a whopping 108 megapixels. The
artificial intelligence in Single Take sharpens all your photography skills without requiring you to take a single class. This feature uses AI to create a collection of photos and videos from a single shot, dramatically improving your chance of capturing the perfect photo of a lifetime. Photo Courtesy: Jung Yeon-je/AFP/Getty Images Think of it as taking
burst mode and dialing it up about 10 notches. One tap is all it takes! Fortunately, the ample internal storage and expansion capabilities ensure you’ve got plenty of space to store all those high-resolution photos and videos. Additional perks that take the camera to the next level include 8K video recording, Space Zoom and Night Mode. This powerful
zoom functionality allows users to zoom up to three times with no distortion, with maximum zoom capabilities of 30 times using a digital zoom feature called Super Resolution Zoom. This capability expands to 100X Super Resolution Zoom with 10X Hybrid Optical Zoom on the S20 Ultra. Night Mode manipulates light to enhance night photos,
prompting Ubergizmo to say, “Samsung has recaptured the night photography crown.” The feature uses multiple photos to create a final image without the distortions normally caused by low light.8K Video SnapSamsung phones have never been shabby when it comes to taking videos, but the latest 8K Video Snap technology takes video recording to a
level never experienced before. But then, what else would you expect with a technology jump from 4K all the way up to 8K? The final result is four times larger than UHD and laser sharp. With the ability to create high-quality, 33-megapixel stills from your videos, you also never have to worry about how to snap pics and capture video at the same time
ever again.Photo Courtesy: Wang Gang/VCG/Getty Images Edge-to-Edge Display TechnologyThe stunning S20 screens all feature Infinity-O display technology and Gorilla Glass 6 for the perfect boost in strength. First introduced with the Galaxy S10 and Galaxy Note10 series of devices, Infinity-O screens provide what Samsung calls a “truly
uninterrupted view.” With barely any bezel and a small, precise cut-out for the front camera, the S20 models deliver an immersive viewing experience while minimizing interference with photo quality. Photo Courtesy: Michael Short/Bloomberg/Getty Images The phones also boast edge-to-edge screen clarity for optimal scrolling and smooth transitions.
Although device sizes seem to grow a little with each new release, the S20 models still feel good in your hand without being bulky or cumbersome. As noted by Android Central in March 2020, “The Galaxy S20 is the perfect size for my life, but it’s also a powerhouse just like the big boys.”Upgraded SecurityThe Galaxy S20 lineup of phones pumps up
cellular security for Android users with protection for everything from digital pin numbers to pattern passwords and blockchain private keys. Both the software and hardware feature state-of-the-art Samsung Knox security protection that is on par with government defense security. In fact, governments around the world rely on the Samsung Knox
mobile enterprise solution to meet their strict security requirements. Photo Courtesy: Michael Short/Bloomberg/Getty Images Advertiser Disclosure: When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. MORE FROM ASK.COM Make sure you’re in the U.S. and on our wireless network.You can download the update via
Firmware Over the Air (FOTA).You must connect your device to Wi-Fi® to download the update.Although there should be no impacts to settings or data, we recommend backing up your media files to an SD card, a computer, or using a favorite application, prior to upgrading the software. 1 This guide will show you how to update your Galaxy to the
latest software version. Updates give you access to new improvements and fixes bugs on your phone. It is recommended to back up your phone before you start this guide. 3 Select Settings 4 Scroll to and select Software update 5 Select Download and install 6 Wait for the search to finish 7 Follow the instructions on the screen. Please select your
country and operator below to see Device Guides for your operator. Please note: Your operator does not offer Device Guides. Some phones, tablets, guides, settings and other features will be unvavailable or incorrect. Welcome to the Samsung Galaxy S10 update hub. Here you’ll find the latest information on updates to the Samsung Galaxy S10,
Galaxy S10 Plus, and Galaxy S10e. We’ll detail the current software versions for each device and alert you if there’s a new update rolling out. Samsung usually pushes out updates to the entire series at the same time, but this may vary per variant and carrier. Current stable version: Android 12 When will the Samsung Galaxy S10, S10 Plus, and S10e
get Android 13? December 2022 (Estimated) Latest Samsung Galaxy S10, S10 Plus, and S10e updates March 22, 2022: Samsung is rolling out a One UI point upgrade to the Galaxy S10 trio. Per GSM Arena, One UI 4.1 is rolling out now in select areas. This update brings along with it numerous photography features that first debuted with the Galaxy
S22 series.To check if the update is available for your device, head to Settings > Software update > Download and install. Previous Samsung Galaxy S10, S10 Plus, and S10e updates January 17, 2022: Samsung is rolling out the first update of the year to the Galaxy S10 trio. Per SamMobile, firmware version G97xFXXUEGVA4 brings the January 2022
security update and seemingly little else to the former flagship lineup. The update is currently available in Germany, but expect it to land in more markets in due course. December 29, 2021: Android 12-based One UI 4 made an early appearance on the Galaxy S10, S10 Plus, and S10e (h/t SamMobile). The rollout starter in Germany and bore firmware
version G97xFXXUEGULB. The December 2021 security patches were also included. November 2, 2021: Samsung started rolling out its November 2021 update (firmware version G97xNKSS7FUJ2) to South Korean Galaxy S10 devices. October 19, 2021: The Galaxy S10 series devices across Asia and Europe gained the October update with firmware
version G97xFXXSDFUI5/G977BXXSAFUI5. The patch included the month’s Android security patch as well as Samsung’s own list of patches. September 6, 2021: The September patch rolled out starting in Switzerland. The update bore firmware version G97xFXXSCFUH5 and included the usual set of fixes and improvements alongside the September
Android security patch. September 2, 2021: US carrier versions of the Galaxy S10 series gained the August security patch through firmware G97xUSQU6GUH4. June 2021: Samsung rolled out firmware version G97xFXXSBFUE6 (h/t SamMobile) to users in Europe and, eventually, the US. The update brought the June 2021 security patch. At the end of
the month, firmware version G973FXXSBFUF3 with the July 2021 security patch started rolling out in Europe, according to Android Police. May 2021: Samsung rolled out a new update to its Galaxy S10 series devices. According to SamMobile, those in Europe are now receiving the update, with firmware version G97xFXXUAFUE3 across the S10e,
S10, and S10 Plus. The update includes the May security patch and a few other security fixes. February 2021: The stable version of One UI 3.0 started rolling out to carrier-branded devices on T-Mobile and AT&T (via PhoneArena) on February 10, 2021. The update also carried the January 2021 Android security patch. Just two weeks later, One UI 3.1
rolled out to the Galaxy S10 series, namely the S10 Plus in Switzerland. Nevertheless, the update did signal Samsung’s intent to push through the new update as quickly as possible. The patch arrived with a refreshed UI, wireless Dex support, and the March 2021 patch. If you’ve spotted a Samsung Galaxy S10 update that we haven’t, tip us! Looking
for another update? Be sure to visit our Android 11 update tracker.
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